Declaration Quotations. (Inspiration Series).
Below are listed several ‘Affirmation’ quotations. They will provide you with inspiration as they did me.
* Although the word ‘Affirmation’ is used throughout & not ‘Declaration’, they are still worthy of noting.

My Personal Top 5 Declaration Quotes.
1. “It's the repetition of affirmations that leads to belief. And once that belief becomes a deep
conviction, things begin to happen.”
Claude M. Bristol (1891-1951, American author of "The Magic of Believing")
2. “Any thought that is passed on to the subconscious often enough & convincingly enough
is finally accepted.”
Robert Collier (1885-1950, American writer, publisher)
3.

“Practice rather than preach. Make of your life an affirmation, defined by your ideals, not the
negation of others. Dare to the level of your capability then go beyond to a higher level.”
Alexander Haig (American General, b.1924)

4. “As long as you know what it is you desire, then by simply affirming that it is yours – firmly
& positively, with no ifs, buts, or maybes over & over again, from the minute you arise in the
morning until the time you go to sleep at night, & as many times during the day as your work
or activities permit, you will be drawn to those people, places, & events that will bring your
desires to you.”
Scott Reed (African-American author of poetry, essays, and satiric novels, b.1938)
5. “Declare your goals each day. Repeated declarations will lead to inner belief. If your inner self
believes what you declare; you will eventually become the person you are committed to be.”
DowBoy (Writer & Trader b.1967)
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Affirmation without discipline is the beginning of delusion.”
Jim Rohn (American businessman, author, speaker, philosopher)
Website: www.jimrohn.com
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“I figured that if I said it enough, I would convince the world that I really was the greatest.”
Muhammad Ali (1942-, American boxer)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“These repetitive words & phrases are merely methods of convincing the subconscious mind.”
Claude M. Bristol (1891-1951, American author of "The Magic of Believing")
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“You must intensify & render continuous by repeatedly presenting with suggestive ideas & mental pictures of
the feast of good things, & the flowing fountain, which awaits the successful achievement or attainment of the
desires.”
Robert Collier (1885-1950, American writer, publisher)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“One comes to believe whatever one repeats to oneself sufficiently often, whether the statement be true of false.
It comes to be dominating thought in one's mind. ”
Robert Collier (1885-1950, American writer, publisher)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“First say to yourself what you would be; & then do what you have to do.”
Epictetus (50-138, Phrygian philosopher)
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“When you affirm your own rightness in the universe, then you co-operate with others easily & automatically as
part of your own nature. You, being yourself, helps others be themselves. Because you recognize your own
uniqueness you will not need to dominate others, nor cringe before them.”
Jane Roberts
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“You will be a failure, until you impress the subconscious with the conviction you are a success. This is done by
making an affirmation which clicks.”
Florence Scovel Shinn (1876-1953, American artist, metaphysics teacher, author)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Only one thing registers on the subconscious mind: repetitive application - practice. What you practice is what
you manifest.”
Grace Speare
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“You must begin to think of yourself as becoming the person you want to be.”
David Viscott (1938-, American author, speaker, trainer)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Belief consists in accepting the affirmations of the soul; unbelief, in denying them.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882, American poet, essayist)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Our subconscious minds have no sense of humour, play no jokes & cannot tell the difference between reality
& an imagined thought or image. What we continually think about eventually will manifest in our lives.”
Sidney Madwed
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“The individual increasingly comes to know who he is through the stand he takes when he expresses his ideas,
values, beliefs, & convictions & through the declaration & ownership of his feelings.”
Clark Moustakas (Humanistic psychologist)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Both the grand & the intimate aspects of nature can be revealed in the expressive photograph. Both can stir
enduring affirmations & discoveries, & can surely help the spectator in his search for identification with the vast
world of natural beauty & the wonder surrounding him.”
Ansel Adams (American Photographer, 1902-1984)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“We look at the dance to impart the sensation of living in an affirmation of life, to energize the spectator into
keener awareness of the vigour, the mystery, the humour, the variety, & the wonder of life. This is the function
of the American dance.”
Martha Graham (American Dancer, Teacher & Choreographer of modern dance, 1894-1991)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“It belongs to the very substance of nonviolence never to destroy or damage another person's feeling of self
worth, even an opponent's. We all need, constantly, an advance of trust & affirmation.”
Bernard Haring (1912-1998)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“In the progress of personality, first comes a declaration of independence, then recognition of
interdependence.”
Henry Van Dyke (American short-story Writer, Poet & Essayist, 1852-1933)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“I wish you well in your journey & in your trading.”

DowBoy b.1967 - Written 9th May-2009
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